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Introducing ‘Mini Confetti’ the brand new collection of must have items for lunch and dining 
on the go. Featuring our iconic Confetti Heart design, the range brings together a selection of 

innovative and stylish solutions for transporting food and drink while away from home, 
whether that’s the morning commute, a trip to the gym or just simply saving money by 

prepping your own lunch and saving on those expensive coffee shop take outs
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Don’t let your daily commute turn into a grind. Our 300ml Travel Mugs are made from stainless
steel and insulated to keep your favourite drink nice and hot for your journey to work. With its

matching Drinks Bottle and Food Flask you can take everything with you for the day ahead
keeping your food and drink hot or cold. The range has also been designed to mix and match

with our ‘Block Colour’ range, so whether you want our signature ‘Mini Confetti’ range 
or something a little more classic we have all the options covered.
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Introducing ‘Block Colour’ the brand new collection of must have items for lunch and dining 
on the go. By combining classic navy with tones of aqua and fuchsia we have created a simple 

but sophisticated look where simplicity of design is balanced with the practicality of the 
products they are featured on. The range has also been designed to perfectly coordinate with 

our ‘Mini Confetti ’ range making it ideal as a highly impactful mix and match collection
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The range has also been designed to perfectly coordinate with our ‘Mini Confetti’ range 
making it ideal as a highly impactful mix and match collection. With our extensive range of 
new shapes and styles of insulated bags, there has never been a better choice for stylish 
lunch on the go products. The full collection will be available from July onwards ready to

refresh retail shelves in time for the Autumn



Introducing ‘Boho’ the brand new collection of lunch on the go essentials from Beau & Elliot. 
Inspired by the emerging trend for all things retro, ‘Boho’ brings a touch of 70’s nostalgia to 
lunchtime dining with bold flowers, retro colours and our signature ‘Confetti Hearts’ design 

recreated across a range of lunch on the go options to keep you equipped for the day ahead. 
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The ‘Boho’ range includes our signature 7L Luxury insulated Tote and our 2 in 1 
Convertible bag for the ultimate way to carry your lunch. Our mix and match range is 

complimented with a 500ml stainless steel Drinks Bottle, 300ml Travel Mug and 500ml 
Food Flask for keeping soups and snacks hot throughout the day.
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‘Manhattan’, the new range of lunch on the go and dashboard dining options designed for 
discerning gentlemen. Inspired by the Art Deco era of 1920’s New York, ‘Manhattan’ symbolises 
the elegant and retro designs of its age with a sophisticated graphic pattern brought to life on 

an oversized Lunch Bag, 650ml Drinks Bottle and 350ml Travel Mug
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